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Lecture Overview

I Brief intro to traditional finance
I What does finance do?
I Why is finance useful for society?
I What are some problems with traditional finance?

I Decentralized Finance
I Some numbers
I What problems could these solve?
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Economics in One Slide

I There is an island with 2 kinds of people:
I Banana farmers can only produce bananas
I Apple farmers can only produce apples

I Every farmer would prefer to have both apples and bananas

I Solution: a market emerges for trading bananas for apples

I In market equilibrium, farmers can trade p bananas for one
apple

I Everyone is happier because they can eat both bananas and
apples
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Finance in Two Slides (1): Time

I There is an island with 2 kinds of people:
I Gatherers can find food in spring, but not in fall
I Farmers can plant crops in spring, but can only harvest in fall

I Solution: a market emerges for trading food over time

I Gatherers feed farmers in spring; farmers promise to pay it
back in fall

I In equilibrium, gatherers pay p units of spring food, for a
promise of one unit of fall food

I Everyone is happier because they get to eat in spring and fall
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Finance in Two Slides (2): Risk

I There is an island with 2 kinds of people:
I Hunters can hunt meat, but they have 1/2 chance of finding

nothing
I Farmers can plant crops, which is safe, but meat tastes better

I Solution: a market emerges for trading risky food for safe food

I Farmers form a venture-capital group which pays the hunter.io
startup to hunt meat

I Everyone is happier: if hunters succeed, everyone gets meat.
If they fail, hunters don’t starve
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Markets for Time and Risk

I Financial markets allow people to trade time and risk

I This allows people to consume time/risk bundles different
from what they started with
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Markets for Time

I Companies need to pay up front for equipment/research
paying off over many years

(Stocks, bonds, loans)

I An online shop needs to pay up front to buy and warehouse
inventory, then sell it over a few months (Trade credit)

I You are poor now, but if you do well in this class, you might
be rich after you graduate (Student loans)

I When you buy things like houses & cars, you need to pay a lot
up front, and you enjoy the benefits over time (Mortgages,
auto loans)
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Markets for Risk

I A tech startup needs to invest in an idea that might succeed
or fail

(Stocks, bonds, venture capital)

I Shell drills an oil well, but doesn’t know whether Russia and
Saudi Arabia will start an oil price war (Oil futures/forwards)

I If you crash your car, you will need to spend a lot of money
(Car insurance)

I If you get sick, you will need to spend even more money
(Health insurance)
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Real Assets

Time and risk are traded using financial assets

Real assets

I Real things that produce real goods and services

I Factories, machines, software, vaccine designs. . .
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Trading Promises

Time and risk are traded using financial assets

Financial assets

I Wikipedia: “A financial asset is a non-physical asset whose
value is derived from a contractual claim, such as bank
deposits, bonds, and stocks”

I Financial assets are promises to deliver something (money,
goods) at some point

I Different kinds of promises allow people to trade different
kinds of time/risk:
I Fixed $ amount (bond), based on company performance

(stock), or based on other numbers (derivatives)
I “Secured” by real production of real assets (secured bonds,

mortgages) or not
I Sooner or later (bond term), riskier or safer

See The Market for Promises
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The Financial System

Suppliers of capital

I Households
(savings)

I Firms (savings)

I Govts (SWFs)

Markets

I Equity

I Gov bonds

I Corporate bonds

I Asset backed
securities

I Derivatives

Banks

Funds

I Mutual + hedge
funds

I Pensions +
insurance

Users of capital

I Firms
(Investment)

I Government
(Spending)

I Households
(Purchases)
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Finance in the USA

Source: Philippon (2015), Has the US finance industry become less efficient?
On the theory and measurement of financial intermediation
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https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.20120578


The Traditional Financial System

I The traditional financial system allows people and institutions
to trade time and risk, using promises

I The purpose of the system is to enable agents to smooth
consumption and share risk

I Essential functions for a society!
I When thinking about defi, remember the purpose of finance!

I But not all is good with tradfi:
I Complexity
I Rents
I Justice
I Access
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A Promise in Tradfi

Source
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Rents

Source
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https://www.fool.com/the-ascent/research/average-credit-card-processing-fees-costs-america/


Venmo will fix this!

Source
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Justice?

Source 1 and source 2
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Access

Source: Bits About Money on international transfers
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https://bam.kalzumeus.com/archive/moving-money-internationally/


Other Issues with Tradfi

I “Walled garden” industrial organization

I Rusty pipes, lack of composability

I Crashes, fragility, systemic risk

I Privacy?
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Defi?

I Traditional financial system plays major role in society, but
has a number of flaws

I Can defi potentially help fix these flaws?
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Defi is very successful!

Source
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/1272181/defi-tvl-in-multiple-blockchains/


But still small overall. . .

Source
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https://twitter.com/AnthonyLeeZhang/status/1564372656610230279/photo/1


Decentralized Finance: The Vision

I Simple,

I Low-cost and competitive,

I Just and non-discretionary,

I Accessible,

I etc. etc.. . .
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Defi Contracts. . .

Source
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Conclusion

Next few lectures, we’ll talk about defi applications, focusing on:

I Automated Market Makers

I Stablecoins

I Lending Protocols

I Tokenomics

Broad questions to think about:

I How does the structure of blockchain tech shape these
applications?

I What weaknesses of tradfi do these applications address and
improve on?

I What new weaknesses are introduced?

I What kinds of promises that couldn’t be made, now can be
made, thanks to blockchain technology?
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